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Instream Flow Protection in 
the Western United States: 
A Practical Symposium
March 31-April 1, 1988
Virtually all western states now provide some 
kind of legal recognition for instream flows. On 
March 31-April 1, the Natural Resources Law 
Center will present a symposium on the different 
approaches taken in these states, with emphasis 
on such major issues as the purposes for in- 
stream flows, the quantities of water needed for 
these purposes, enforcement of instream flow 
rights, federal instream flow claims, private in- 
stream flow claims, and transferring consumptive 
water rights to instream flow rights. Speakers 
include representatives from state agencies re­
sponsible for implementing instream flow laws, 
and also from federal agencies, the practicing 
bar, academia, environmental and public interest 
organizations.
Price of the symposium is $145 if received by 
March 18 or $170 thereafter. The governmental, public inter­
est, and academic rate is $95 (or $115 after March 18). The 
program has been approved for 15 continuing legal educa­
tion units in Colorado.
AGENDA
Thursday, March 31
9:15 An Overview of Instream Flow Programs and Strategies 
Steven J. Shupe, Shupe & Associates, Santa Fe 
10:50 Establishing the Quantity of Necessary Flow
Berton L. Lamb, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, Fort Collins, 
Colorado, with panelists: Bill Horton, Idaho Dept of Fish & 
Game; Tom Annear, Wyoming Game & Fish Dept.; Jay 
Skinner, Colorado Division of Wildlife; Clair Stalnaker, U.S. 
Fish & Wildlife Service; John Turner, California Dept, of Fish 
& Game; Christopher Estes, Alaska Dept, of Fish & Game 
1:30 Practical Aspects of Enforcement
Kenneth Slattery and Bob Barwin, Washington Dept, of 
Ecology; Eugene Jencsok and Dan Merriman, Colorado 
Water Conservation Board; with panelists: John Borden, 
Oregon Dept, of Water Resources; Cindy Deacon Williams, 
Chief of Staff for California Assemblyman Robert Campbell; 
Bob Tuck, Consultant to the Yakima Indian Nation; Larry 
Peterman, Montana Dept, of Fish, Wildlife & Parks
Pico Blanco, Little Sur River, Monterey County, California, c. 1970. Photograph by Ansel Adams. 
Courtesy of the Trustees of The Ansel Adams Publishing Rights T rust. All Rights Reserved. For an article 
on the U.S. Supreme Court decision in California Coastal Commission v. Granite Rock Company by 
Professor John Leshy, please see page 6.
Friday, April 1
8:45 Federal Instream Flow Claims Under State Law
Panelists: John R. Hill, Jr., U.S. Department of Justice, 
Denver; Christopher H. Meyer, National Wildlife Federa­
tion, Boulder; Richard A. Simms, Hinkle, Cox, Eaton, Cof- 
field & Hensley, Santa Fe; Harry W. Swainston, Deputy 
Attorney General, Nevada
11:00 Controversies Over Private Instream Flow Appropriations 
Herb Dishlip, Arizona Dept, of Water Resources, with 
panelists: Gary J. Prokosch, Alaska Dept, of Natural 
Resources; Lori Potter, Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, 
Denver; David Robbins, Colorado Water Conservation 
Board
1:30 Transferring Senior Water Rights to Instream Flow 
Protection
Panelists: Dave Livermore, The Nature Conservancy, Salt 
Lake City; Prof. Bonnie Colby (formerly Bonnie Saliba), 
Dept, of Agricultural Economics, University of Arizona; Tom 
Simmons, Waterwatch of Oregon; Phillip Wallin, River 
Trust Alliance, Santa Fe; David Harrison, Moses, Wit- 
temyer, Harrison & Woodruff, Boulder
3:10 Instream Flows, The Public Trust, and the Future of the West 
Prof. Harrison C. Dunning, University of California School 
of Law, Davis; Prof. Charles F. Wilkinson, University of 
Colorado School of Law, Boulder
Center Sets Program with 
Boulder County Bar Association
Once again the Center will cosponsor a program with the 
Environment and Natural Resources Section of the Boulder 
County Bar Association. Section Co-Chairman Jeffrey J. 
Kahn of Grant, Bernard, Lyons & Gaddis spearheaded the 
organization of the program. Continuing a theme begun last 
year, the program title is “Water for the Front Range—What 
Are the Alternatives?” The program will be held at the 
University of Colorado School of Law on Saturday, April 16, 
1988.
Water for the Front Range—
What Are the Alternatives 
Saturday, April 16, 1988
I. Introduction and Overview
9:15 Inventory of water resources—what are the legal and 
institutional constraints concerning the use of various 
sources, Jeris A. Danielson, State Engineer, Denver
II. Two Forks Update— Will Concrete Ever Be 
Poured?
9:45 A status report from the Denver Water Board, Monte 
Pascoe, Ireland, Stapleton, Pryor & Pascoe and mem­
ber, Denver Water Board
10:30 Environmental concerns related to the Two Forks proj­
ect—will water quality be affected?
10:45 Metropolitan Area Water Supply and the Two Forks 
project, Rich Ferdinandsen, County Commissioner, 
Jefferson County
11:15 Panel discussion and questions. Moderator: Professor 
David H. Getches, University of Colorado School of 
Law
12:00 Lunch Speaker: Chips Barry, Executive Director, Colo­
rado Department of Natural Resources
III. Use of Existing Water Facilities and Water Rights 
to Meet the Need
1:20 What are the physical opportunities? Lee Rozaklis, 
WBLA Associates, Boulder
1:40 What are the legal and institutional hurdles? Greg 
Hobbs, Davis, Graham and Stubbs, Denver
2:00 The pros and cons from a water provider perspective
2:20 Panel discussion and questions. Moderator: Larry 
MacDonnell, Natural Resources Law Center
IV. Underground Water— Is It a Long-term Alternative?
3:00 The physical opportunities, Robert Brogden, Bishop- 
Brogden Associates
3:20 The long-term perspective, Robert Isaac, Mayor of 
Colorado Springs
3:40 Adequacy of the legal framework, Clyde Martz, Davis, 
Graham and Stubbs, Denver
4:00 Panel discussion and questions. Moderator: Jeffrey J. 
Kahn, Grant, Bernard, Lyons & Gaddis
Center Announces June Natural 
Resources Law Programs
The Natural Resources Law Center is offering for its 
annual summer program conferences on water quality issues 
(June 1-3) and on Indian natural resources law (June 8-10).
The water quality program will begin with an overview and 
assessment of federal water quality regulation by Professor 
William H. Rodgers, University of Washington School of 
Law, and will include presentations on:
• citizen suit and other enforcement issues;
• an update on Section 404 developments;
• a detailed look at groundwater quality regulation at the 
federal and state level;
• several issues where the traditional exercise of water 
rights is being affected by water quality concerns; and
• an integrated look at issues relating to land management, 
watershed management, nonpoint source pollution, and 
water quality, with an overview provided by Professor 
Charles F. Wilkinson.
The Indian natural resources development conference will 
begin with a series of presentations establishing the legal and 
policy framework, including a discussion of tribal govern­
ments and their relationships with both federal and state 
governments. Specific issues will include taxation and envi­
ronmental regulation. Financing of resource development 
projects also will be discussed. In addition, presentations will 
consider specific topics related to energy and minerals, to 
recreation, to fishing rights, and to water development.
Brochures on these programs will be mailed about April 1. 
For information please write or call the Center.
Clyde Martz First Moses Scholar
The University of Colorado School of Law has established 
an endowment to fund the Raphael J. Moses Natural 
Resources Research Scholar. The income from this en­
dowment will be used to support research in the natural 
resources area either by a visiting scholar or by a Law School 
faculty member. At the January 16 dinner honoring Ray 
Moses, Acting Dean Clifford J. Calhoun announced that 
gifts and pledges to this endowment already total $220,000. 
Dean Calhoun also announced that Clyde O. Martz of the 
Denver law firm Davis, Graham & Stubbs will be the School 
of Law’s first Raphael J. Moses Natural Resources Visiting 
Scholar during the spring 1988 semester. He also will be 
teaching a seminar on toxic and hazardous wastes.
Contributions to this endowment in honor of Ray Moses 
are welcome. Please contact Kay Scripter, Law School 
Development Director at (303) 492-5366.
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Acting CU Law Dean Clifford Calhoun presents Ray with a specially bound 
copy of the book Water and the American West: Essays in Honor o l Raphael 
J. Moses, with Chancellor James Corbridge as Master of Ceremonies.
Glenn G. Saunders, of 
Saunders, Snyder, Ross & 
Dickson, adds stories about 
Ray.
John U. Carlson, of Carlson, 
Hammond & Paddock, 
Denver, explains the 
fundraising campaign for the 
Raphael J. Moses Natural 
Resources Research 
Scholar.
Ray and Jim Corbridge enjoy a laugh.
Former Law Dean Betsy Levin (center) with Ray and his wife Fletcher Lee 
Moses.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Sayre (Jean) with Clyde Martz (center).
Clyde O. Martz, of Davis, 
Graham & Stubbs, Denver, 
recalls water law skirmishes.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Wolf (Judi) (left) and Mrs. Clyde Martz (Ann).
Professor David Getches chats with Dean Calhoun and his wife Lindsay.
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Robert E. L. Beebe and David L. Harrison, members of the firm Moses, 
Wittemyer, Harrison & Woodruff, roast their water law “father."
Center Welcomes New 
Advisory Board Members
The Center is pleased to welcome four new members to its 
Advisory Board. Gail L. Achterman became Assistant to 
Oregon Governor Neil Goldschmidt for Natural Resources in 
1987. Before that she was associated from 1978-87 with the 
Portland law firm, Stoel, Rives, Boley, Fraser & Wyse. She 
has both an M.S. in natural resource policy and management 
and a J.D. from the University of Michigan.
Kathleen Ferris is a member of the Phoenix law firm 
Daughton, Hawkins & Bacon, which has just merged to be­
come Bryan,Cave, McPheeters & McRoberts. Before joining 
the firm in 1987 she served as Director of the Arizona Depart­
ment of Water Resources, and was heavily involved in the 
development of that state’s groundwater policy. Her J.D. is 
from the University of Utah.
John Firor has been with the National Center for Atmos­
pheric Research since 1961, as Executive Director from
1974-80, and since 1980 as Director of the Advanced Study 
Program. In addition he has done environmental studies with 
the Argonne National Laboratory and with the University of 
Chicago, from which he has a Ph.D. in physics.
Susan M. Williams is a partner of the Albuquerque firm 
Gover, Stetson & Williams. She is a chairman of the Navajo 
Tax Commission and a member of the Board of Directors of 
the Conservation Foundation. Her J.D. is from Harvard Uni­
versity.
The Center wishes to express its appreciation to retiring 
Board members Clyde O. Martz, Laurence Moss, Profes­
sor A. Dan Tarlock, John G. Welles, and Professor Gilbert 
F. White. Chairmanship of the Board has now passed from 
Raphael J. Moses to Charles J. Meyers, of Gibson, Dunn & 
Crutcher in Denver.
Colorado Water Law Treatise Published
The long awaited treatise, Colorado Water Law, by 
George Vranesh is now available. The comprehensive, 
three-volume set provides an exceptionally thorough and 
useful reference on virtually all aspects of Colorado water 
law. The 14 chapters include discussions of the different 
types of water rights, the determination and administration of 
those rights, the transfer of water rights, transmountain 
diversions, water organizations, water quality, federal-state 
relations, interstate compacts, and condemnation of water 
rights. Each chapter is preceded by a very helpful outline of 
contents.
As might be expected in the state which allegedly hosts 
more than half of the water lawyers in the western United 
States, Colorado’s system of water law is highly developed. 
Because of the strongly legalistic orientation of the Colorado 
system, legal precedent on many important issues often is 
first established in this state. As a consequence it is not 
unusual for water lawyers in other states faced with a novel 
legal question to look to Colorado statutory and case law for 
possible guidance. Thus Mr. Vranesh’s treatise is likely to 
have appeal to anyone closely concerned with water law.
A unique feature of the treatise is its extensive use of the 
text from key Colorado cases. The resulting blend of the 
hornbook and casebook styles provides both a concise 
statement of the legal principles and excerpts of the critical 
original language which is the source of those principles. The 
cases have been chosen carefully and they are well edited.
Shortly after receiving my set of the Colorado Water Law 
volumes, I had occasion to look up a legal question relating 
to water rights transfers. After finding a helpful discussion 
related to my question, I went on through the chapter to see 
what else was discussed. As important as water transfers are
in Colorado, there is a surprising dearth of literature on the 
subject. The chapter does provide a good overview of most 
of the important issues. There is a discussion of the legal 
characteristics of a water right which permit its transfer. 
Issues in determining ownership are discussed. Consider­
able space is devoted to the key issue of “no injury." The 
remainder of the chapter, however, dealing with things like 
the futile call doctrine and minimum stream flows seemed 
almost totally unrelated and therefore out of place.
My next foray into the treatise took me into those sections 
dealing with groundwater and plans for augmentation. Colo­
rado groundwater law is making its bid for entry into the realm 
of the sublime and the ridiculous. There are now at least four 
distinct legal categories of groundwater with different rules 
regarding development and use applying to each. My initial 
question had to do with “designated” groundwater and I found 
the information I needed. I also found the discussion regard­
ing plans for augmentation useful. However, I discovered that 
the major change in the law in 1985 relating to nontributary 
groundwater was not included in the treatise—apparently 
because of the cutoff time chosen to facilitate publication. 
Presumably Mr. Vranesh is hard at work preparing supple­
ments which will include important recent developments.
It is already evident to me that this treatise will prove to be 
an exceedingly valuable quick reference guide on Colorado 
water law. A common complaint about Colorado water law is 
that it is too complex and that its mysteries are known only to 
select initiates of the state water bar. This treatise by Mr. 
Vranesh should become an essential reference tool used not 
only by those working directly on legal issues related to water, 
but also by those seeking a thorough overview of Colorado’s 
system of water law for whatever reason.
—Larry MacDonnell
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Book Honoring Ray Moses 
Available from Center
The symposium held January 16 grew out of a book commissioned by the 
University of Colorado School of Law, Water and the American West: Essays in 
Honor of Raphael J. Moses. The book, edited by Professor David H. Getches, is 
available from the Natural Resources Law Center for $16 (plus $.92 tax in Colorado).
The chapters include: “Biographical Note: A Tribute to a Great Lawyer,” John M. 
Sayre; ‘To Settle a New Land: An Historical Essay on Water Law in Colorado and the 
American West,” Charles F. Wilkinson; “The International Problem with Mexico 
Over the Salinity of the Lower Colorado River,” Joseph Friedkin; “Water as an Eco­
nomic Commodity," Charles W. Howe; “New Commons in Western Waters,” A. Dan 
Tarlock; ‘The Groundwater Resource,” Clyde O. Martz; “Accommodating Interests 
in a Shared Resource Between States and the Federal Government,” John U. 
Carlson; “Water Quality Control by the Public Trust Doctrine,” Ralph W. Johnson; 
and “Pressures for Change in Western Water Policy,” David H. Getches.
The book may be ordered from the Natural Resources Law Center, Campus Box 
401, Boulder, CO 80309-0401, or call 303-492-1288. Checks should be payable to 
the University of Colorado.
. . ^ o i r A N  W E S T
Center Wins CCHE Award
The Natural Resources Law Center was one of 
five programs given the 1987 Quality Incentive
% #
!987 88 Quality Ineenii c . aro 
Recognition OR /. - cti/cncc
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO, BOULDER 
Natural Resources Law Center
Colorado Commission on Higher Lclucaiion
Award by the Colorado Commission on Higher Education. According 
to Blenda J. Wilson, Executive Director of CCH E, the awards recog­
nize programs with “demonstrated excellence in meeting statewide 
objectives; they represent the best that Colorado colleges and univer­
sities have to offer.” In a letter dated Decembers, 1987, Ms. Wilson 
stated:
The Natural Resources Law Center exemplifies excellence in promot­
ing education and scholarship in the area of natural resources law and 
policy. The Center has established itself as a source of valuable, 
ongoing education for alumni of the Law School and others whose 
concern is natural resources. Additionally, the Center has contributed 
to the national recognition of the CU Law School. Its conferences, re­
search, and publications have advanced the understanding of impor­
tant public policy issues not only in Colorado, but throughout the nation.
Congratulations on this significant and highly deserved statewide 
recognition.
Center Receives Water Transfers Research Grant
The Natural Resources Law Center has received a major 
grant from the U.S. Geological Survey for a six state study of 
“The Water Transfer Process as a Management Option for 
Meeting Changing Water Demands.” Center Director Larry 
MacDonnell is principal investigatorforthe 30 month project 
and is also lead investigator for the Colorado portion.
Lead investigators for the five other states are Gary C. 
Woodard, Division of Economics and Business Research, 
College of Business and Public Administration, University of 
Arizona (Arizona); Professor Brian Gray, Hastings College 
of the Law, University of California (California); Professor F. 
Lee Brown, Department of Economics, University of New 
Mexico (New Mexico); Professor J. Paul Riley, Department 
of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Utah State Univer­
sity (Utah); and Professor Victor Hasfurther, Wyoming 
Water Research Center, University of Wyoming (Wyoming).
Reallocation of water rights through transfers and ex­
changes is a major means of addressing changing western 
water needs. This research will focus on the transfer experi­
ence in the six states. A coordinated data gathering and 
analysis effort will provide a detailed picture of transfer 
activities, and selected case studies will document the more 
qualitative aspects of the transfer process.
The results of this research should be of interest to those 
in water policy positions in the western states and the federal 
government, as well as to potential buyers and sellers of 





The Supreme Court’s 
decision in California 
Coastal Commission v.
Granite Rock Company 
(107 S. Ct. 1419 (1987)) 
leaves unanswered 
many questions about 
the scope of state regula­
tory authority over activi­
ties being conducted on 
federal land. But it is a 
significant victory for advocates of state power, for it allows 
the states to apply their own regulatory permitting statutes 
independently of parallel federal regulations. Thus the states 
possess a significant bit of leverage, if they choose to 
exercise it, in the delicate interplay between state and federal 
policymaking for federal lands. This article will identify and 
suggest answers to some of the questions that remain in the 
wake of the decision, and will offer some suggestions about 
how both the states and the federal government might 
constructively go about responding to it.
1. Can a state order mining on public lands to cease 
pending determination of its permit requirements?
Justice O’Connor’s opinion for the majority does not ad­
dress this question, but the answer would almost have to be 
yes. The Supreme Court’s decision plainly gives a state the 
power to enforce its environmental regulatory laws by requir­
ing permits from private entities conducting activities on 
federal land within its jurisdiction. Being able to enforce the 
permit requirement with an injunction, at least if the ordinary 
requirements of injunctive relief were met, seems a nearly 
necessary corollary of being able to require the permit in the 
first place.
This implicates the Ninth Circuit decision in Ventura 
County v. Gulf Oil Corp. (601 F. 2d 1080 (9th Cir. 1979)), 
which laid considerable emphasis on the idea that enforce­
ment of the local permit requirement there would have halted 
the activity. This point did not escape dissenting Justice 
Powell in Granite Rock, for he decried, as the “most troubling 
feature” of the majority’s decision, that “if the Coastal 
Commission can require Granite Rock to secure a permit 
before allowing mining operations to proceed, it necessarily 
can forbid Granite Rock from conducting these operations.”
* This article is an abridged version of an article which appears 
in volume 18 of Environmental Law. Its genesis was a presentation 
given at a symposium sponsored by the Natural Resources Law 
Center and held in Denver on April 15, 1987.
** Professor of Law, Arizona State University
If the state can enforce its permit requirement by injunctive 
relief, its leverage over the mining operation is made more 
concrete, because the burden of going forward in the courts 
has been substantially lifted from the shoulders of the state. 
Instead, the miner who wants to argue that stringent state 
regulation has been preempted, but who also wants to 
proceed with mining while the issue is litigated, will now be 
obliged either to comply with the state requirements, or to 
seek a stay of their enforcement from the courts.
2. What differentiates state environmental regulation 
from land use planning?
Justice O’Connor’s opinion assumed, without deciding, 
that while environmental regulation is protected, land use 
planning is preempted—a matter taken up in the next section. 
Justice O’Connor appreciated the impossibility of drawing a 
bright line between the two, and it is not easy to improve upon 
her explanation:
"Land use planning in essence chooses particular usesforthe 
land; environmental regulation, at its core, does not mandate 
particular uses of the land but requires only that, however land 
is used, damage to the environment is kept within prescribed 
limits.”
The slipperiness of the distinction offers a substantial 
opportunity to state and local governments, especially those 
who are willing to review and, if necessary, recharacterize 
their regulatory processes to shade them toward environ­
mental regulation. This is not to suggest that the courts will be 
fooled merely by labels. Most judges are familiar with 
preemption cases; many judges have served in legislatures 
and understand the political process well enough to pene­
trate fabrications. But these cases almost inevitably involve 
a careful sifting of facts, statutes and regulations, and, as 
Granite Rock itself demonstrates, how a state chooses to 
paint its regulatory objective can make a substantial differ­
ence in the outcome.
But Justice O’Connor’s definition of environmental regula­
tion leaves somewhat open the hard case, where the state is 
not seeking to mandate particular uses of the land, but where 
its effort to mitigate environmental damage effectively con­
trols, if not how the land will be used, at least how it may not 
be used. If, for example, the Coastal Commission were to 
require, as a condition of Granite Rock’s permit, that the 
company backfill and reclaim its open pit after mining, the 
cost might be so prohibitive as to forestall any mining in the 
first place. Is that reclamation requirement better character­
ized as land use planning or environmental regulation? This 
is the gray area sketched out by Justice O’Connor, where “a 
state environmental regulation [is] so severe that a particular 
land use would become commercially impracticable.”
3. How far can a state go in denying or imposing 
conditions on its permit?
By itself a state permit gives the state only some proce­
dural and timing leverage over activities on federal land. For 
the permit requirement to have genuinely substantive influ­
ence over how federal lands are managed, the state must 
have authority both to condition the permit upon compliance 
with substantive state controls overthe mining operation and,
Granite Rock and the States’ 
Influence over Federal Land 
Use*
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possibly, to deny a permit if there are no circumstances under 
which the operation can proceed in compliance with state 
law.
Here too the Granite Rock majority avoided definitive 
resolution of this issue because it was not necessary to do so 
in the context of a threshold challenge to the state’s permit 
requirement. But Justice O’Connor did address the issue 
obliquely, in discussing whether the state regulation in ques­
tion was better characterized as a land use or an environ­
mental regulation. This permitted her, in turn, to mention a 
couple of different formulations of the appropriate inquiry to 
be followed in passing on a state permit condition: First, 
whether the state’s environmental regulation was “reason­
able,” and second, whether it was “so severe that a particular 
land use [became] commercially impracticable.”
In evaluating these suggestions, it may be useful to sepa­
rate two issues: First, how far the state can go in regulating 
before it is preempted by federal law; and second, howfarthe 
state can go in regulating before it unconstitutionally takes 
whatever property right the miner possesses. The state 
courts, addressing these issues in the context of the Mining 
Law, have generally lumped them together, following some 
version of what has been called the “regulatory/prohibitory 
distinction”—that states have the power to regulate mining 
operations on federal land, but not to prohibit them.
These courts are probably correct in meshing the two. 
From the beginning, the Mining Law has contemplated a 
large role for state and local governments, at the same time 
it has offered private miners the possibility, if certain condi­
tions are satisfied, of acquiring property rights in federal land. 
Thus, generally speaking, the federal interest for preemption 
analysis would seem to be adequately protected so long as 
the state did not regulate to the point of taking whatever 
property right the miner may have under federal law.
While the “regulatory-prohibitory distinction” has a nice 
ring to it, its application raises some important questions. One 
is whether proscribing a state veto means only that the state 
may not expressly prohibit mining or whether, instead, it 
prevents the state from regulating so heavily that the mining 
operation is effectively, though not expressly, prohibited. If it 
is the former, then the test is not very helpful, because it 
merely counsels a state to hide its prohibitory intent behind 
onerous conditions attached to the permit to mine. But if it is 
the latter, it founders on the shoals of the federal statute under 
which Granite Rock is operating here—the Mining Law of
The slipperiness of the distinction 
offers a substantial opportunity to 
state and local governments . . .
1872. That law’s test for the validity of a mining claim, by 
which miners perfect valid property rights against the land- 
owner United States, is whether the mining claimant has 
made a “discovery” of a “valuable mineral deposit.” Establish­
ing a discovery, a multitude of reported decisions has made 
clear, turns substantially on whether a commercially viable
mineral deposit has been found. And that, as numerous 
decisions hold, is influenced by the costs of extracting the 
deposit, including the cost of complying with applicable 
regulatory requirements.
Almost any state (or federal, for that matter) regulation is 
bound to increase a miner’s cost of operations. If the regula­
tion is onerous enough, the deposit may be rendered unecon­
omic to mine. If so, the miner’s legal “discovery," and her 
property right, vanish, presumably without compensation. 
This possibility has not seemed to trouble the Supreme Court 
in the past. It has made clear, for example, that California 
could levy a tax on Granite Rock’s interest in its unpatented 
mining claims, which would surely detract from the commer­
cial viability of the deposit.
Moreover, to say that a state (or federal government) may 
regulate only to the extent it does not effectively prohibit 
mining leads to an odd result. Because it would limit the
From the beginning, the Mining Law 
has contemplated a large role for 
state and local governments. . .
extensiveness of the regulation depending upon the eco­
nomic viability of the particular operation, it would tend to 
allow regulation only of clearly profitable mining operations, 
and not marginal ones. But the state’s interest in mitigating 
environmental impacts is not likely to vary with the profit 
margins of mining claimants. Indeed, it may often be true that 
economically marginal mining operations are the most envi­
ronmentally destructive.
Like Takings” questions in general, this issue is likely to 
escape definitive generic resolution. Indeed, the hazards of 
applying the “regulatory-prohibitory distinction” might have 
counseled the Granite Rock majority to avoid an explicit 
endorsement of it, even to the point of neglecting to cite, much 
less discuss, the state court decisions that have adopted it. In 
the end, the agencies and the courts will probably muddle 
through by assessing the “reasonableness” of the state’s 
environmental regulation. Perhaps we will even see em­
ployed in this context the late twentieth century judiciary’s 
favorite buzzword, a “balancing” of the strength of the state’s 
interest in mitigating environmental impacts against the legiti­
macy of the miner’s expectation of a right to mine, leavened 
by whatever national interest one might find in the matter.
4. Do the modern federal land use planning statutes 
preempt independent application of state land use (as 
opposed to environmental) regulations?
This is another question left unresolved in Granite Rock, 
because the majority characterized the Coastal 
Commission’s regulations as “environmental” rather than 
“land use.” Yet it did broach the topic, and assumed without 
deciding the issue that the modern federal land planning laws 
have preempted The extension of state land use plans onto 
unpatented mining claims in national forest lands.” Future 
courts may have to consider the question, however, if they
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are faced with state regulations that they choose not to 
characterize as “environmental” in their orientation.
There is considerable room to challenge the assumption 
the Court made. The federal land planning statutes do, as the 
Court points out, call more for consultation and cooperation 
between state and federal governments than for independent 
application of state zoning plans. For example, the Federal 
Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA), the most 
full-blown version of modern congressional balancing of state 
and federal interests in land use planning for the federal 
lands, stops short of giving non-federal governments a land 
use planning-based veto over activities on federal lands 
managed by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). In­
stead, the Secretary of the Interior is obliged to make federal 
land use plans “consistent with State and local plans to the 
maximum extent he finds consistent with Federal law and the 
purposes of this Act.” Dissenting Justice Scalia found this 
language controlling, arguing that it would be “superfluous 
. . . if the States were meant to have independent land use 
authority over federal lands.”
But this provision does not necessarily oust the states from 
an independent role, for its phrasing sustains the interpreta­
tion that Congress merely wanted the Secretary of the Interior 
to make the initial judgment about whether state and local
. . . the state’s interest in miti­
gating environmentai impacts is not 
likely to vary with the profit margins 
of mining claimants.
plans are preempted. These nonfederal governments still 
retain the right to seek judicial review of a secretarial decision 
preempting the applicability of their plans, to test whether 
preemption is “consistent with Federal law and the purposes 
of this Act.” Linder this view, Congress did not establish an 
automatic preemption of state and local land use planning 
authority in FLPMA. Rather, it left the matter up to the more 
traditional case-by-case review, by the agency initially, and 
then by the courts.
5. May subdivisions of state government apply their 
environmental regulatory permit schemes on federal 
lands?
This question suggests one way to distinguish the Ventura 
decision from Granite Rock, for the former involved a county 
while the latter involved the state. Once again Justice 
O'Connor’s majority opinion was characterized by silence, 
one footnote merely pointing out that no local permit require­
ment is involved.
To lay fundamental preemptive emphasis on the character 
of the nonfederal government involved would seem to fly in 
the face of the long-established maxim that for nearly all 
federal constitutional purposes, including application of the 
Supremacy Clause, local governments are regarded merely 
as units of state government. Local governments derive their 
power from the states, and are, within state constitutional
limitations, dependent upon state delegations of power. 
While Congress can draw distinctions between local and 
state government if it chooses, it does not appear to have 
done so very often in the context of federal lands.
Nevertheless, there is a risk if the states and local govern­
ments push this idea too vigorously. It is probably natural to 
expect that the Forest Service, the BLM, and the Congress 
will be more willing to allow state regulation on federal lands 
than to tolerate regulation by every county, village, or special 
governmental district. At some point in this spiral downward
. . . there is a risk that, from the 
states’ perspective, the baby (state 
regulation) might be thrown out with 
the bathwater (local regulation).
through governmental layers, these agencies and Congress 
might feel compelled to intervene and aggressively invoke a 
national interest in how these lands are managed. And if that 
happens, there is a risk that, from the states’ perspective, the 
baby (state regulation) might be thrown out with the bath­
water (local regulation).
6. To what extent can the federal agencies change the 
balance of power created by the Granite Rock 
decision?
Finding no evidence that the agency had intended to 
preempt state law, Justice O’Connor’s opinion rather curtly 
dismissed the miner’s argument that the Forest Service’s 
regulations, designed to protect the use of the surface from 
hardrock mining operations like Granite Rock’s, had them­
selves preempted the state permit requirement. The question 
remains whether the agency could, by amending its regula­
tions, expressly preempt application of state permit require­
ments.
Although the Forest Service did not adopt its surface 
management regulations until 1974, the agency had been 
granted regulatory authority by Congress 77 years earlier, in 
the 1897 Organic Act for national forest management. This
. . . they fairly bristle with fea­
tures designed to enhance rather 
than diminish the role of the states 
in federal land management.
act delegated legislative power to the agency to make “rules 
and regulations” to “regulate [the] occupancy and use” of the 
forests. While the delegation was practically uncabined—so 
much so that it took two rounds of decision in the Supreme 
Court to uphold it against a challenge, brought by grazing 
interests, that it was unconstitutionally overbroad—other
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parts of this same act reveal an intent that the states retain a 
significant measure of police power over activities on federal 
lands. Specifically, Congress provided that state jurisdiction 
should “not be affected or changed by reason of [the] exis­
tence” of the national forests. Thus it remains unclear 
whether Congress intended to grant the Forest Service the 
authority to preempt state law.
Analysis of the statutory authority of the other principal 
federal land management agency, the Bureau of Land 
Management in the Department of the Interior, leads to the 
same inconclusive conclusion. Exercising authority given it 
by a number of statutes, including the Federal Land Policy 
and Management Act and the Mining Law itself, BLM has 
promulgated its own generally parallel (but not identical) 
regulations to protect surface uses on BLM lands from Mining 
Law activities. Yet these statutes do not unequivocally dele­
gate power to the federal agency to preempt state law; to the 
contrary, they fairly bristle with features designed to enhance 
rather than diminish the role of the states in federal land 
management.
Although one cannot say with assurance whether the 
federal agencies have the power, without further action by 
Congress, to reverse Granite Rocks holding that California’s 
permit requirement applies, the question will arise only if a 
federal agency determined to force the issue. There is ample 
reason to doubt whether the federal agencies have the 
political will even to attempt preemption. It would take eye­
brow-raising action by any Administration—especially the 
current one, whose leader is an aggressive proponent of 
reinvigorated federalism—to attempt to throw the states off 
the territory they have won in the hard-fought battle of Granite 
Rock.
7. How far does Granite Rock apply outside the mining 
law context?
Focusing on the specific statutory framework before it, 
Justice O’Connor’s majority opinion cites almost no cases,
. . . the Western states’ record 
in seeking to regulate federally 
sponsored activities is decidedly 
spotty.
draws on no other statutes or regulatory areas for guidance 
by analogy, and pays little attention to the rich history of state- 
federal relations in land management. Yet one cannot con­
clude that the decision has no implications outside the 
framework of the Mining Law, for the majority does not really 
tie its analysis to the Mining Law at all, except to the limited 
extent it asks whether the Forest Service’s surface manage­
ment regulations have preempted state regulation. Instead, 
the majority asks whether the state regulation is land use or 
environmental in essential character. And that, significantly, 
is an issue that applies across practically the entire spectrum 
of possible uses of federal land.
Perhaps the most important feature of this decision, in­
deed, is the majority's firm rejection of dissenting Justice 
Powell’s argument that preemption generally ought to be 
found more readily on federal land than in other contexts. 
Powell apparently views preemption issues involving federal 
property much like the Court has tended to view them in the 
foreign affairs context—as starting with the idea that the
. . . the state and local govern­
ments would do well to resist the 
invitation to avoid participation in 
the federal land planning process.
states must meet a heavy burden of justifying the legitimacy 
of their regulatory interest in light of a rather overwhelming 
constitutional commitment to federal supremacy. His citation 
to Hines v. Davidowitz makes clear that, for himself and 
Justice Stevens, (but not, apparently, for Justices Scalia and 
White, dissenting separately) the property clause of the 
constitution is akin to the war and defense powers, “impera­
tively . . . demanding] broad national authority [where 
a]ny state power that may exist is restricted to the narrowest 
of limits.” The majority brushes off this suggestion without 
elaborate comment, rejecting any thought that ‘"traditional 
pre-emption analysis is inapt in this context.” Thus the prop­
erty clause is not, for at least five and possibly seven Justices 
currently on the Court, a domestic counterpart of the foreign 
affairs power. By this feature alone, Granite Rock goes a 
substantial way toward reviving the states as genuine part­
ners in the process of regulating activities on federal land.
Nevertheless, preemption analysis quintessential^ turns 
on context, and especially the statutory setting. On federal 
lands, this will vary somewhat from resource to resource. As 
noted earlier, here the Court assumes that the Mining Law, 
considered by itself, allows room for the application of state 
regulatory permitting schemes, and therefore the only ques­
tion is whether more recent and more generic federal laws 
like the land use planning acts have intervened to preempt 
otherwise applicable state laws. It remains to be seen 
whether the Court is equally willing to make the same 
assumption about other substantive federal land manage­
ment statutes like the Taylor Grazing Act, the National Forest 
Management Act or the Mineral Leasing Act.
8. Will the Granite Rock decision discourage state 
participation in the federal land planning processes?
At first blush, one is tempted to answerthis question in the 
affirmative. By upholding the state’s powerto require a permit 
under its own law, independent of the federal regulatory 
system, the Court appears to have invited the states to shun 
the opportunities nearly all federal agency land and resource 
planning processes afford for state and local government 
participation. And this invitation might seem especially ap­
pealing because these nonfederal governments have tradi­
tionally not been especially vigorous about using the oppor­
tunities to influence federal agency decisionmaking that 
federal law already provides. In Granite Rock itself, for
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example, California had unaccountably waived its right to 
review, against the “consistency” requirements of the federal 
Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA), the plan of 
operations the company had submitted to the Forest Service.
Of course, nothing in the Granite Rock decision requires 
the states or local governments to regulate, and some may 
not have an interest in the matter, or a state law scheme that 
permits it. Overall, in fact, the Western states’ record in 
seeking to regulate federally sponsored activities is decidedly 
spotty. So far, for example, most states have not been very 
aggressive about taking advantage of the opportunity the 
Supreme Court handed them in California v. United StatesXo 
control the operation of federal reclamation water projects.
. . . governmental control over 
Mining Law activities is an emi­
nently sound subject for considera­
tion in the federal land planning 
process.
The political power of the reclamation beneficiaries in the 
affected states—beneficiaries who form one side of one of 
the sturdiest iron triangles in American politics—has so far 
been sufficient to head off most state attempts to exert an 
independent voice. But even here there are some signs of 
change, for a recent report commissioned by the Western 
Governors’ Association recommends more vigorous state 
advocacy with respect to the policies of the Bureau of 
Reclamation.
The states have made considerable progress in recent 
years adopting regulatory schemes to protect the environ­
ment. A representative of the American Mining Congress 
recently told a congressional committee that state environ­
mental regulation of hardrock mining had now become prac­
tically the norm. Only three of fourteen western states had 
such schemes in 1970, while ten have them today. Indeed, 
although Granite Rock involved regulation by the state 
Coastal Commission, California also adopted a comprehen­
sive Surface Mining and Reclamation Act in 1975 that, the 
state Attorney General has opined, applies to federal lands. 
This statute could well figure prominently in Granite Rock’s 
operation in the aftermath of the Supreme Court’s decision.
Even given the increased presence of state regulatory 
schemes, however, the state and local governments would 
do well to resist the invitation to avoid participation in the 
federal land planning process. For one thing, Granite Rock 
does not eliminate the possibility that some state require­
ments may still, in the end, be preempted by federal law. 
Moreover, federal agencies retain ultimate power to author­
ize particular uses of federal lands, and thus remain in 
substantial control of what actually happens on these lands. 
If state and local governments want to influence these agen­
cies directly on such questions as whether to issue mineral 
leases or grazing permits, conduct timber sales or set aside 
wildlife habitats, it will likely be more effective for them to use
the federal land use planning process rather than state 
regulatory processes. Although their influence over the fed­
eral agencies on these questions is exercisable more through 
persuasion than through the force of law, it is nonetheless 
significant, for the political power of the states in the halls of 
the executive bureaucracies is usually not substantially less 
than their power in the halls of Congress. Secretaries of the 
Interior and the heads of most important federal land man­
agement agencies, for example, usually come from the 
Western states and have a sensitivity that approaches an 
affinity for state concerns.
Another advantage of using the land use planning process 
is that it tends to occur earlier. The state regulatory process 
often comes into play only after a considerable investment of 
time and resources by the federal agency and any private 
actor involved. State and local participation in the federal land 
use decisionmaking process can, by contrast, head off con­
flicts before they ripen into entrenched, head-to-head con­
frontations. That process offers the means, in other words, for 
a comprehensive evaluation of possible federal land uses, 
considering all the consequences, including environmental 
impacts on and off federal lands that can be of particular 
concern to the states.
States can also use the opportunity to participate in the 
federal planning process as a vehicle for resolving whatever 
differences might exist between state and local attitudes 
toward particular federal land uses. In this way, a state can 
convert local policies into state ones or, if it deems it appro­
priate, override local wishes with a different state policy. 
Either way, the state will avoid tempting Congress or the 
federal agencies to preempt purely local regulatory policies. 
For their part, the federal agencies have, for many of the 
same reasons, ample incentive to solicit state and local 
participation in their planning processes, and to be solicitous 
of state concerns in the plans that emerge. It is especially to 
their advantage, both politically and from the standpoint of 
avoiding unnecessary paperwork, to avoid being blind-sided 
by state environmental regulatory requirements imposed 
after all the federal regulatory hurdles for a particular project 
have been cleared.
The Mining Law deserves special mention in this context. 
The states should not regard Mining Law activities conducted
. . . Granite Rock could be a 
major step toward more cooperation 
and less confrontation between 
governments in federal land man­
agement.
onfederal lands as outside the federal land planning process. 
It is true that the self-initiation feature of that law places it 
somewhat apart from most environmentally significant activi­
ties that can take place on federal land, because the 
government’s regulatory controls are exercisable in a little 
different way. But federal agencies possess broad authority
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to control these activities by regulation, or even to prohibit 
them altogether by means of withdrawals. Thus, as I have 
argued in more detail elsewhere, governmental control over 
Mining Law activities is an eminently sound subject for 
consideration in the federal land planning process. As an 
American Mining Congress spokesman recently put it, min­
ing occupies a “unique, but not preferred, position” among 
natural resource uses on federal lands.
For all these reasons, Granite Rock ought to lead to closer 
state-federal cooperation in the management of federal 
lands, with the federal land use planning process, paradoxi­
cally, as the central vehicle. Agencies in both governments 
might agree to a one-stop shopping permit process; for 
example, a state could agree not to apply its permit require­
ments independently of the federal process, so long as the 
federal government agreed to fold the state requirements into 
the federal plans and permits. Various arrangements might 
be made to eliminate duplication and streamline enforce­
ment, akin to those already reflected in a number of memo­
randa of understanding the Forest Service, BLM, and various 
state regulatory agencies have executed over the years.
A number of states now have “little NEPA’s,” statutes or 
administrative processes that mimic the federal National 
Environmental Policy Act, requiring careful advance consid­
eration of the environmental impacts and alternatives to 
proposed governmental actions that could have a significant 
impact on environmental quality. In those states, joint state- 
federal environmental impact statements, prepared in the 
context of formulating land use plans or deciding upon site- 
specific proposals, could be a useful way to promote closer 
cooperation and simplify life for all concerned.
Inspection and enforcement to ensure compliance with 
applicable requirements is another subject that merits special 
attention. Users of federal land are often most aggravated not 
by dual state-federal permitting requirements, but rather by 
inconsistent or confusing exercises of inspection and en­
forcement authority. Moreover, it is not very productive for 
states to expend energy in their permitting processes if they 
are not willing to adopt workable methods for inspection and 
enforcement. Especially here, cooperative agreements be­
tween local, state and federal agencies, perhaps negotiated 
and even promulgated through the land use planning proc­
ess, can make considerable sense for all concerned.
If the states are willing to participate in the federal land 
planning process more vigorously, and the federal agencies 
are willing to be more accommodating to state concerns, then 
Granite Hoc/c could be a major step toward more cooperation 
and less confrontation between governments in federal land 
management. Indeed, the ultimate result of the Granite Rock 
decision might be for the federal agencies and the states to 
arrive at accommodations, reached through the federal land 
planning process, that approach the “consistency” require­
ment of the federal Coastal Zone Management Act. The 
CZMA contains a federal floor for regulating activities in the 
coastal zone, encourages and facilitates state planning and 
regulation, and allows the states to impose more stringent 
requirements subject to a federal override in particular cir­
cumstances where the federal agency demonstrates a clear 
national need for it. Legislation may not be necessary to
implement this kind of accommodation—indeed, the BLM 
has already made begun to move toward it in its planning 
regulations.
In short, both state and federal agencies have ample 
reason, and it would appear sufficient authority, to 
accommodate each other’s concerns, and the planning 
process provides a ready framework to work through that 
accommodation.
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